Photographer imitates
Van Gogh portraits
with real people

WATCH AND COMPARE - ETTEN-LEUR - Is it a painting or
a photo? At the Marc Boom exhibition in Etten-Leur you
have to look twice before you realize it.
Fame can be measured in several ways. In number of works
sold, for example. Or how many visitors you know how to
captivate. The fortune that you have accumulated through your
fame. But perhaps the top thing is that mentioning your first
name is sufficient. There is only one Rembrandt. With Johan,
everyone thinks of that legendary number 14. And Vincent, of
course, is our own West Brabant Van Gogh. Rembrandt and
Johan knew fame and fortune during their lives, where the
existence of Van Gogh was marked by tragedy.

Painting to life

It is that tragedy that fascinates photographer Marc Boom
(1968) in the painter born in Zundert. Apart from the beauty of
the paintings, of course. In the exhibition 'Dichterbij Van Gogh',
Boom brought a number of famous works of the painter to life.
Literally.

In recent years, Boom has photographed similar people in the
same setting as in the paintings. You have to look at the

pictures twice to see if they are pictures or paintings, Boom
fulfilled his task.
"Van Gogh's models were people from his own environment,
friends, acquaintances, family members. People with whom
Vincent himself interacted," Boom said when setting up the
exhibition. "In my photos I have wanted to honor people, to
bring them to life. My intention was to show that they were real
people who could have lived now." The exhibition can be seen
in the Van Gogh Church on the Markt in Etten-Leur.

Pride

The photos of Boom are of exceptional quality, as evidenced by
the arrival of a bus full of international journalists last week, a
day before the opening of 'Closer to Van Gogh'. They came
from countries such as Germany, Italy, Spain, France and
Belgium and represented renowned art magazines.
The location also helped, of course, because Vincent's father
preached as a pastor in the same church, and the painter
himself often sat at the front of the pews in his younger years. "I
am really proud of this work," says Boom. "This exhibition was
already in Spain, but to hang up the pictures here, in a place
where Vincent really was, is the highlight of my career."

Everything must be right

Boom's photos hang there without much description. A small
image of the original by Van Gogh makes you realize how
painfully accurate the photos are. Boom: "The models, their
faces and appearance, the composition, the attributes;
everything must be right. Van Gogh had his own style, but he
kept to the rules about composition. I also wanted to reduce
that in these works. The challenge for I was in perfect imitation.
And when I reach that, I take one photo. It must be right. "
What appeals to Boom in the Van Gogh figure is his tragedy:
"The person sometimes does more to me than his work. Take
Vincent's letters. In this he constantly gives you a glimpse into
his soul. In those letters he was so busy with his head , that
fascinates me enormously. "
'Closer to Van Gogh' can be seen until December 22.

